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AUTOMORPHISMS OF RAMIFIED COVERINGS

OF RIEMANN SURFACES
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1. Introduction

Let M, N be Riemann surfaces, π: M->N be an unlimited covering map,
and TeAut(M). The purpose of this paper is to study the existence of some
T#eAut(iV) which makes the following diagram commutative.

M —

\-
N —

T

T* l
In general, it is not always the case that there exists a T*eAutC/V) which
satisfies π°T—T*°π. We will exhibit in section 3 an example such that there
is no T*eAut(iV) which satisfies π°T=T*°π. There are few papers concern-
ing this problem, and the author can find only a paper by Martens [5] which
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of T*eAut(JV) when
M, N are compact Riemann surfaces in terms of homology groups. In this
paper, we do not assume that Riemann surfaces M, N are compact. We assume
that a covering map π: M->N is unlimited, ramified, finite-sheeted, and T e
Aut(M) fixes all of the ramification points of π. We say that (M, π, N) is of
excluded type if N — C and the image set of ramification points of π consists
of one point on N. We shall show

THEOREM. Let π: M—>N be an unlimited, ramified, finite-sheeted covering,
and of non-excluded type. Then there exist a Riemann surface S and unlimited
covering maps σ: M^S and q\ S^-N such that π—q<>σ, where q is unramified,
and for any T<=Aut(M) fixing all of the ramification points of π there exists a
T p eAut(S) making the following diagram commutative.
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As corollaries of this theorem, we have

COROLLARY 1. Let π: M-+N be an unlimited, ramified, l-sheeted covering,
and of non-excluded type. Suppose that I is a prime number. Then for an arbi-
trary TeAut(M) fixing all of the ramification points of π, there exists a T*(=
Aut(AΓ) which satisfies π°T=T*<>π.

COROLLARY 2. Let π: M—>N be an unlimited, ramified, finite-sheeted cover-
ing, and of non-excluded type. Suppose that N is simply connected. Then for
an arbitrary TeAut(M) fixing all of the ramification points of π, there exists
a T*eAut(Λ0 which satisfies π°T—T^°π.

In the assertion of the theorem, q: S-^N is unramified, thus the problem
whether T can be projected to Aut(N) or not is reduced to the case that the
covering map is unramified.

The auther wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Shiga for his patient
guidance and Dr. Matsuzaki for suggesting this problem and valuable suggestions.

2. Preliminaries

Let M, N be Riemann surfaces and π : M^N be a non-constant holomorphic
map. We call the triple (M, π, N) a covering surface and also call M a cover-
ing surface of N. For each X G M , there exist a local coordinate z vanishing
at x, a local coordinate ζ vanishing at π(x), and an integer n>0 such that π
is given by ζ=-zn. If n>l, x is called a ramification point of order n. We
call n the ramification number of x. Let bπ(x)—n — l and call it the branch
number of x. We call (M, π, N) an unlimited covering provided that for every
curve γ on N and every point x with π(x) =γ(0), there exists a lift γ* on M
with the initial point x. We say that (M, π, N) is of excluded type if N = C
and the image set of ramification points of π consists of one point on N.

DEFINITION 1. Let (M, π, N) be a covering surface. By Autπ(M), we
denote the subset of Aut(M) each element of which satisfying that, for every
ramification point I G M , π(x)=π°T(x) and bπ(T(x))=bπ(x).

It is easy to see that if TeAut(M) fixes all of the ramification points, then
TeAutπ(M).

From now on, we assume a covering (M, π, N) is unlimited and finite-
sheeted. For a point x^N, let {x%}=π~\xτ) and r(xfk) be the ramification
number of xfk. For each image of ramification points x^N, we denote by vxx

a common multiple of r(xfk) (not necessary the least common multiple). To
each xfk^π~\xt), we assign a number vxι/r(x%). We define the characteristic
X given by

whenever iV is of finite type with genus γ and n^ punctures. Otherwise X—
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The following theorem is called the limit circle theorem of Klein and Poin-
care (see [1]). It plays a significant role in the sequel.

THEOREM (Klein and Poincare). Let M be a Riemann surface and {xu x2,
•"} a discrete sequence on M. To each point xk we assign the symbol Vk which
is an integer>2 or oo. // M=C(=CW{oo}) we exclude two cases',

1) {xi, %2, •••} consists of one point and vxφ^.
2) {xi, x2, "-} consists of two points and VιΦv2.
Let M'~M — UVk=oo{xk}> M"=M—Uk{Xk}. Then there exists a simply con-

nected Riemann surface M, a discontinuous group G self mappings of M such that
a. M/G^M', MG/G^M", where MG is M with the fixed points of the elliptic

elements of G deleted, and
b. the natural projection π: M—>M' is unramified except over the points xk

with vk<°° where bn(x)—vk — ̂ - for all x^π~\{xk}).
Further, G is uniquely determined up to conjugation in the full group of

automorphisms of M. The conformal type of M is uniquely determined by the
characteristic of the data: that is, by the genus g of M and the sequence of
integers {vly v2, •••}. (// we set X—2g—2+Σ/l—1/ty), then

^ Δ (unit disk), here X may be oo.)

Using this theorem we have

LEMMA. Let (M, π, N) be an unlimited, finite-sheeted covering, and of non-
excluded type. To each image of ramification points x^N, we assign the number
vXi, and to each xfk^π~\xt) we assign vXi/r(x%) mentioned as above. Then there
exist a simply connected domain MdC and discontinuous groups of Mobius trans-
formations Γ, G with the following property.

ΓdG, M/Γ^M, M/G^N.

We denote by p: M-+M/Γ, and pG: M-+M/G the natural projections, then they
are unramified except on p~\{x%)) where

bP(xik)=vx*k/r(xfk)-l, bPG(xik)=vXi-l (xik^p~\x%))

and pG=π°p.

Proof. By Klein-Poincare limit circle theorem, we get a simply connected
domain MdC and a discontinuous group G with the property M/G^N and
bpG(Xik)=z^x*k —1, except the following three cases a)-c).

a) N—C and the image set of ramification points consists of one point on N.
b) N=C and the image set of ramification points consists of two points
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{*i, χ2\c:N, vXχΦvXl.

c) N= C and the image set of ramification points consists of one point on N.
But a) can not occur under the assumption. Indeed, (M, π, N) is unlimited

and finite-sheeted, so if N—C, M must be compact. Using Riemann-Hurwitz
relation, 2{g—1)—2w(0—1)+B (g genus of M, n; degree of the covering, B —
ΈixξΞMbπix)). B<n because the image set of ramification points consists of one
point on N. The left-hand-side of the equality^—2, and — 2n+B< — n, thus
n < 2 contradiction. In case b), we can take a common multiple of vXχ and vX2

instead of vXχ and vXr Consequently, only the case c) remains excluded.
Now we will show that there exists an unlimited covering map p onto M

which makes the diagram 1 commutative.

PG

diagram 1

It is trivial that, if x&N is not an image of ramification points and we
take Ux as a neighbourhood of x sufficiently small and take one component of
π~\Ux)} then the restriction of π~ι°pG to a component of PG\Ux) is comformal.
If Xi^N is an image of ramification points, we may choose local coordinates
z, ζ, u vannishing at xt, x<=pGl(xt), x*eτr~1(x ι) respectively, such that

(k — vXv /=6 i t(x*)+l, here k is a multiple of /, and / is conformal on a neigh-
bourhood of xt.).

We may write

and

ΣJ

Since ai=£θ, we may take a single valued holomorphic function g such that
g{Ql=Ti7=iajtHj~l) and u=ζk/ιg(Q (k/l: integer). For the argument above,
we see that we may define the map p locally. Gluing the local maps, we get
a holomorphic map p: M—>M.

Next we will show that p is surjective. Let x o eM, x f e M be the begin-
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ning points of the gluing process of making p. For an arbitrary x*eM, we
consider a curve c: [0, 1]-»M such that c(0)=xt, c(l)=x*f and c([0, 1]) does
not contain any image of ramification points on M except x*. The lift of π(c)
beginning at x0 ends at a point e π " ^ * ) .

The map p is unlimited. Indeed, if a curve c o n M does not contain any
image of ramification points on M except the ending point, it is easy to see
that there is a lift beginning at any of^^p~1(c(0)). Next we concider the case
that c is beginning at p(x) where ί e M is one of the ramification points. Then,
we may take ζ, u as local coordinates of x, p(x) respectively, such that u —
ζn(n^N). Thus we get a lift beginning at x. Consequently, for an arbitrary
cdM, there is a lift beginning at any point ^p~\c(0)). Now we have shown
that p : M-+M is surjective, unlimited and making the diagram 1 commutative.

Take an arbitrary x e M which is an unramified point of pG and fix it.
For any x'^p~1°p(x), there exists a g^G with g(χ)=χ'. Such an element g
has the following property (B).

(B) p°g(x")=P(x") for any f e M .

Indeed, if we take a curve c such that c(0)—x, c{l)—x" and c has no rami-
fication point of pG except x", then we have pG{c)—pG°g{c). Having no rami-
fication point of π on p(c) and p°g(c) except p(c(l)) and p°g(c(l)) implies that

form a subgroup of G. Indeed, if gu g2^.Γ, property (B) implies that p°g2°

gi(*)=P*gi(*)=PW. And p(gΊ\*))=P*gι{gτ\*))=p{*).
We will show that M/Γ^M. Let ίjEM be an arbitrary unramified point

of pG. We consider a group

It is easy to see Γ=Γ/ because of the property (B). Therefore the cor-
respondence M/Γ-^M {\_γ{x)~]γe;Γ^P(x)) is well-defined and one-to-one on ah arbi-
trary unramified point of pG. Even if x^M is a ramification point of pG, the
correspondence is well-defined because of (B). If \_y(x)~]r<=r^[j(y)~\r&r, then
p(x)Φp($). Indeed, assuming lγW]reΓ =£ ίγ(y)lrer implies that there are neigh-
bourhoods U&, U$ of x, y respectively such that pf{U^)Γ\pf{U^)—φ, here ρ/:
M-^M/Γ is the natural projection. If p(%)=p(y), there would be a point z
which is an image of unramified points of pG and ^p(U£)Γ\p(U$). For [zx, zy)
(Zp~\z) with zx^U$, Zy<^U$, there would be a ^ G Γ such that zx—γ{zy). It
contradicts p'(U'&)Γ\pf(U$)—φ. Consequently, pop''1: M/Γ-+M is homeomorphic
and holomorphic on the image set of unramified points of pG. Thus the image
points of ramification points are removable and M/Γ^M. •

DEFINITION 2. Let G, Γ be discontinuous groups of Mδbius transformations
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and ΓdG. We denote by EG(Γ) the group generated by Γ and all of the
elliptic elements of G. Trivially, ΓdEG(Γ)czG.

3. Theorem

THEOREM. Let (M, π, N) be ramified, unlimited, finite-sheeted, and of non-
excluded type. Let MdC,Γ,G be as in Lemma. Then for an arbitrary
TeAutπ(M), there exists Tp^Aut(M/EG(Γ)) making the following diagram com-
mutative, (σ is the natural projection.)

M/EG{Γ)

Here M, G, Γ depend on {vXi\ but M/EG(Γ) does not, i.e, for another {v'xJ,

if we get Mf, Gf, Γ instead of M, G, Γ respectively, JVΓ'/EG{Γ')-M/ΈG(n.

This assertion is a little stronger than that of the theorem in introduction,
since TeAut π (M) here. The following definition will be used in the proof of
Theorem.

DEFINITION 3. Let xlf x2^M/Γ with σ(x1)=:(7(x2). We write xι^x2 if
there exist curves cly c2dM/Γ satisfying the following conditions (l)-(4).

(1) cίf c2 share a ramification point of a at the beginning point.
(2) xx is the ending point of d(i=l, 2).
(3) ct has no ramification point except the beginning or ending point.
(4) σ(Cl)=σ(ct).
The symboWis not an equivalence relation because it is not transitive.

Next we write Xι^x2^x3 if x1^x2> x2^xz. We write xk^x3 if xk and x3 can
be connected by finitely many ~ . Here ^ is an equivalence relation.

Proof. There exists a TeAut(M) which makes the following diagram
commutative for T.

M

First we consider the case that M=C or Δ(unit disk). We will show that,
for an arbitrary elliptic element γ^G, there exists an elliptic element / G G
such that γf°T—T°γ. We may assume ^(0)=0 without loss of generality. Denoting
by Go all of the elements fixing 0, we see that G^~<Ke'l7ZXlnz), here n is the
order of Go. We take a disk Do centered at 0 satisfying the following property.
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{g(Do)=Do>

\g(D0)r\D0=:φ,

From the assumption about T, there exists
a disk D'Q centered at 0 and satisfying

with go°f(Q)=0. We take

If M^Δ, we may write go°f(z)=eίθz(O£θ<2π). If M^C, g0of(z)=az(a^C).
In both cases, we may write go°f(z)=az(a^C). We take ζ as a local coor-
dinate of pGφ) satisfying PG\D0: z^ζ—zn. Then,

for

(Recall that pG: M-+M/G is the natural projection.)
Since TOO, T{γ{zλ))^g^\DQ), there exists a f ' e o such that

The order of g'ό1°G0<>g0 is 72, so we take w+2 points {zt} on ί)o distinct each
other, and considering as above we get γΌT(zι)=T°γ(zt) for at least three
points. Therefore, γ'of^foγ.

For γ(=Γ, there exists a γ'&Γ with γ'of=foγ because f is a lift of
Aut(M/Γ). Now we get fEG(Γ)dEG(Γ)f and T p is well-defined. Indeed,

exists g^EG(Γ) witho^p{z1)=σop{z2)) zu

It is easy to see T p is bijective. Since σ°p is continuous and an open mapp-
ing, Tp is a homeomorphism. When a point q<^M/EG(Γ) is not an image of
ramification points of σ°p, Tp is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of q. When
q is an image of ramification points, q is a removable singular point because
Tp is a homeomorphism. Now we see that Tp<=Aut(M/EG(Γ)).

Next we consider the case M—C. In this case, every element of G is
elliptic, so EG(Γ)=G. All of the signatures and cardinalities of discontinious
group G that could possibly act on C is classified, (see [1], [2])

signature of G

(0; •••)

( 0 ; v,v)

(0;2, 2, v) 2

(0; 2,3,3)

(0 2, 3, 4)

(0; 2,3,5)

\G

1

12

24

60
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If the signature of G is (0 v, v), G is cyclic. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that the fixed points of g^G are 0, co. Thus we may write
g(z)=e2nχivz. Since f the lift of TeAut(M) also fixes 0, oo, f(z)=az(atΞC).
We get f°g=g°f. if the signature of G is (0; 2, 2, v), we consider a mero-
morphic function on M h = pG—pG°T. Assuming hφ.C', we will get contradic-
tion. Without loss of generality, we may assume that <χ>(=N=C is not an
image of ramification points^of pG. Then *h~\oo)-g>±vt and so deg h<LAv (here
deg h is the degree of (M, h, <?)). Next we consider h~\0). We denote by
X\, χ2, χ3 the points on N corresponding to 2, 2, v of the signature (0 2, 2, v)
respectively. Let z^pβKxi). It is one of zeroes of h. Taking suitable local
coordinate ζ, z, u of zlf pG(zx), T(ZX) respectively, we may write z—ζ2, z—u2,
u(ζ)=f(ζ)=aίζ-i-a2ζ

2-{--'-(aίΦθ). Then A(ζ)=ζ 2 -(βiζ+ 0a. Thus the order of
Z\ as a zero of h is ^ 2 . Since *pG

ι(xι)—v, the total sum of the order of all
of the points ^po\xι) as zeroes of h is ^2v. The same consideration about
x2, x% as above leads us to the conclusion that άegh^βv, contradiction. Con-
sequently, /ι=0. Thus we get pG—pG°f and π—π^T. If it is the case remain-
ing, we consider same as above and get π=π°T.

Finally, we will show the uniqueness of M/EG(Γ). We assigned vXι a
common multiple of all of the ramification numbers of π~\xt) to each image of
ramification points x^N. We may take another common multiple v'Xi instead
of each vXi and get M', G', Γf instsad of M, G, Γ. We will show that
M/EG{Γ)^M'/EG,{Γ'). First, M/Γ^M and M'/Γ'^M, thus MIΓ^M'IΓ.
We denote by / : M/Γ-+M'IΓ' the conformal map. We will show that σ'°f°σ~ι

is well-defined, here σf: M'/Γ'-+M'/EG'(Γ') is the natural projection.

M/Γ-

! •

M/E0(Γ)~

f
-> M'/Γ'

{-•
- M'/E'β(Γ')

We will show σ(x1)=σ(x2Xxif x2^M/Γ)=$Xι^x2, where ^ is the equivalence
relation of definition 3. If <j(xi)=σ(x2), for z1^p~\x1)f Z2^p~\x2), we may write

or α ; e {elliptic elements of G}~Γ 0 = 1 , •••, k).

If aλ^Γ, fli(ii) and zx are projected to the same point on M/Γ. If a^ {elliptic
elements of G\—Γ, we may draw a curve cdM such that c(0)e {fixed points
of fli}, c(l)=Zι and c has no fixed points of elliptic elements except c(0), c{l).
Then p(c) and p(ax{c)) have the same beginning point which is a ramification
point of σ, ending at £(£0, />(βi(zi)) respectively and σipic^σipia^c))). The-
refore, *i~/>(αi(£i)). The same consideration about α2, ••• , αfe as above leads
us to the conclusion that x1 = x2.

Next we will show xί^x2^σ/°f(χ1)=σ/«/(x2). By the definition of ~ , we
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have curves cu c2 satisfying the conditions (l)-(4) of definition 3. We may take
the same coordinate neighbourhood of σ/of(x) and q'°(f/of(x) (qf: M' /EG>(Γr)-+
M'/G' is the natural projection) because q' is unramified. We denote it by U.
We denote by π' the composition of the conformal map M' /Γ'-^M and π: M
->ΛΓ. Then,

Thus,

σ/of(Cl)rλU=σ/of(c2)r\U

We may take two holomorphic maps as 0'°f°0~1\σ<c1) taking cx or c2 as
σ~\σ(cι)). But by the uniqueness theorem and (*), we see that σ'°f(ci)=σ'°f(c2).
Therefore, we get σ/of(χ1)—σ/of(χ2). Now we have shown that #I~Λ;2=Φ<7'O
f(x1)=σ'°f(x2). Of course, it implies that xλ — x2=$ σ/°f(x1) = σ'°f(x2). For

σ(x1)=zσ(x2)^x1c=iχ2 as we have shown, σ(xί)=σ(x2)^σ/of(χ1)—σ/°f(x2). Thus
σ'of σ'1 is well-defined. Considering σofo(j

/-1

j it is easy to see that σ'°f°σ~ι

is bijective. Therefore, σ' foσ'1 is homeomorphic and locally conformal except
on the images of ramification points of σ. Thus, they are removable singular
points and we get M/EG(Γ)~M'ΊEG,(Γ). D

Now we know that any T <= Autπ(M) can always be projected to Tp e
Aut(M/EG(Γ)). But it is not always the case that there is a T* e Aut(N)
such that π°T = T*°π. We see it by the following example.

Example. First we consider the Riemann sphere C. From C, we remove
8 disks each of which is centered at e n ( 2 * + 1 ) / 8 (^=0, 1, ••• , 7) and has the same
radius ε<sin(π/8). Then we get a Riemann surface with boundaries. We denote
it by D. Consider now two copies D and D/ of D and construct a compact
Riemann surface M—D\jDf known as the double of D. The genus of M is 7.
Let z be the usual coordinate on D, and consider a conformal map u: z^~z,
Z G D . Here u can be extended to a conformal map on M. We also denote it
by u: M-+M. An anti-conformal map a: z^z, z^D can be extended to an
anti-conformal map on M. We also denote it by a: M->M. Let j denote the
reflection (the anti-conformal involution) on M. Then v~a°j is conformal,
u2=\ά, 2;2=id, u°v=^v°u and (u°v)2=Ίd. Thus the order of the group <w, v} is
4, and the degree of the covering map π: M->M/<z/, v> is 4. Here the rami-
fication points are 0, o o e D c M and the corresponding points of these on D ' c
M. The ramification number of these are all 2. Using Riemann-Hurwitz for-
mula, we see that the genus of N—M/(u, v} is 2.

Let T : z^eπιμz, z<=D. It can be extended to a conformal map on M. We
also denote it by T. Since T fixes all of the ramification points of π on M,
we see that TeAutπ(M). Let 2'(=D' denote the point corresponding to 2<=D.
Then π(2)=π(20 because v(2)=2/. Here T{2)=2eπι'\ T(2')=2'eπι/* and π(2eπι/i)
Φπ(2'eπι1*). Therefore, π°T°π~ι is not well-defined. Now we see that there
is no T*eAut(Λ0 which makes the following diagram commutative.
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M- M

N >N

From our theorem, we get next two corollaries.

COROLLARY 1. // (M, π, N) satisfies the same assumptions of the theorem
and the degree of the map is prime, then for an arbitrary T<=Autπ(M) there
exists a T*eAut(N) with T*°π=π°T.

Proof. [G: Γ] = [G: £σ(Γ)]X[£G(Γ): Γ] , [G : Γ] is prime, thus £G(Γ)
= G. D

COROLLARY 2. // (M, π, N) satisfies the same assumptions of the theorem
and N is simply connected, then for an arbitrary TeAutπ(M) there exists a T%

with 7Vπ=τr°T.

Proof. M/EG(Γ) = N because M/EG(Γ)->N is unlimited and unramified. D

We exhibit one of properties of M/EG(Γ) here. If coverings (M, σ\ S'),
(S7, qf, N) are unlimited, making the diagram A commutative and (S', q'', N) is
unramified, then the unlimited unramified covering (M/EG(Γ), α", S') makes the
diagram B commutative. Indeed, by the argument of the lemma, we get a
discontinuous group K such that M/K — S', ΓdKdG. Then an arbitrary
elliptic element e G belongs to K because q': S'-^N is unramified. Therefore,
EG(Γ)(ZK.

M

N

diagram A
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